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PHILATELIC CALENDAR.
JAN 5 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
JAN 12 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
JAN 19 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
JAN 26 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
FEB 2 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
FEB 9 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
FEB 16 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
FEB 23 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

CLUB NEWS.


Next Go-Go Auction: March 29



February 9: PIZZA PARTY!



New Member: Alfredo Luis Suarez



New Life Member: Robert Keney, for his continued help with
the Cafeteria Logistics



TROPICAL POSTCARD SHOW: Jan. 2-3, 2016, Olson Civic Center, 1801 NE 6 St.,
Pompano Beach, FL Hours: 10 AM to 5 PM.



Upcoming ASDA Show: Winter Postage Stamp Show 2016, War Memorial Auditorium, 800 NE 8th St., Ft. Lauderdale FL 33304, February 12-14, 2016



Sarasota National Stamp Exhibition, Sarasota Philatelic Club, Sarasota Municipal
Auditorium, 801 N. Tamiami Trail, Sarasota, FL, February 5-7, 2016
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Mail transportation

(last addition) to article series. By Editor

US Special Delivery
U.S. Special Delivery is a postal service paid for with additional
postage for urgent letters and postal packets which are delivered
in less time than by standard or first class mail service. Its meaning is different and separate from express mail delivery service.
Essentially it means that a postal packet is delivered from a post
office to the addressee immediately once it arrives at the post office responsible for delivering it, rather than waiting for the next
regular delivery to the addressee.

FIG 1 . RUNING MAILMAN

The U.S. Post Office in conjunction with the Universal Postal Union established a basis for a special service for speedier delivery of
mail for an extra fee beginning in 1885. Special Delivery at first
was limited to post offices that
FIG 2 . MESSENGER ON BICYCLE
operated in townships with populations of 4,000 people or
more. In 1886 Congress revised Special Delivery service to all U.S.
post offices. Special Delivery service was in operation from 1885 to
1997 whereby the letter would be dispatched immediately and
directly from the receiving post office to the recipient rather than
being put in mail for distribution on FIG 3 . MESSENGER ON MOTOR CYCLE
the regular delivery route.
There were four ways in which
Special Delivery pieces were
delivered: running messenger
(See fig.1), messenger on
bicycle (See fig. 2), and motor
FIG 4 . EARLY MAIL TRUCK
cycle delivery (See Fig. 3), and
trucks (See Fig. 4); this is how mail is delivered now. After
1971 this service was replace with Priority and Priority Express FIG 5 . CURRENT MAIL TRUCK
mail. Also shown (Fig. 5)
is a USPS Mail Truck used currently.
Also shown here (Fig. 6) is a badge that mailmen in charge of
Special Delivery Service would wear. ©
FIG 6 . SPECIAL DELIVARY BADGE
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Children Learn Early From Stamps, By Michael Rogers
Today, my son Kyle is 24 years old but as a child, he demonstrated
his curiosity, and like most children, he would pay close attention to
what his dad was doing. I remember his first encounter with philately.

The China album pages that I’d designed for Scott Publications
had just arrived, each section plastic shrink wrapped. Kyle was a
toddler then, still in diapers, greeting me at the front door with
his gleeful shout, gesturing for a cookie. Nice try. I timed arriving
home from work with his playtime before dinner so his cookie
would have to wait until after our family finished eating.
Two year olds don’t know subtlety. Determination etched on Fig. 7 . Scott 1419 1964 Jet fighters
his brow, Kyle made a bee-line for my home office, his little
shoed feet going “bop”, “bop”, “bop” on the wood floors. I knew he was up to no good so I
followed him, and guess what? Prying his diaper to one side, he took a piddle on top of my Scott
pages, at the same time triumphantly looking skyward at me. I knew then that I couldn’t leave
him alone with my other stamp albums.
A stamp dealer knows there’s always work to be done. That said, if I didn’t love it, I wouldn’t be
doing it. It’s far more productive taking apart collections in the evening than competing in the
daytime with selling.
I had taken home a collection to disas-semble. Kyle would climb on my lap and watch stamps
being identified. I’d ask him “Want to know about this guy?” (George Washington), and weave a
story. I remember another: “Can you find this at home?” (Mommy was cooking fish for dinner.)
As he recognized numerals, Kyle called them out. The numbers became a game. Some face
values were expressed in frac-tions (U.S. Albert Gallatin 1 1/4 cents), some by decimals (U.S. Beat
the Drum 7.9 cents). Using a calculator was not part of the process.
Conceptualizing fractions and percent-ages as the mirror image of each other was easy because
he is bilingual, having learned Mandarin first and English there-after. As the Mandarin word for
“chicken” is “guy,” the fraction 1 1/4 cents translates into 1.25 cents.
We played games based
first on learning how to add and subtract, then the stamps would choose the numbers we gamed
with. I was ever so mindful that learning needed a “gee whiz” element, though Kyle often pushed
us along.
We have a photo of an intense Kyle do-ing his math calculations, sprawled on the bed, me by his
side looking on and help-ing. I enjoyed watching him puzzling out problems. As a preschooler, I
never could have done it.
Kyle has a terrific Taiwan collection. It started out as a way to appreciate his heri-tage. His
Grandpa flew Taiwanese jets so Kyle has a fascination for Taiwan’s airplane stamps. As stamps
were inserted into mounts, he would stick out his tongue moistening the gummed portion and I’d
place them on the Scott album page. That way we were doing it together.
Though Kyle owns his Taiwan collection, it is here in Winter Park. He’s 24 now and at graduate
school further-ing his applied aeronautics engineering studies. Stamps served him well: Kyle had
the fun of collecting and learning from stamps that helped prepare him for school.
My own introduction to stamp collect-ing came when I was laid up in bed as a seven year old for
three weeks, bedridden with the mumps and then measles. Upon hearing how bored I was, my
uncle gave me a stamp collecting kit.
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I was hooked. It seemed everyone had some stamps to contribute: relatives, neighbors, and teachers. Soon my birthday came and I received a larger album.
In elementary school fourth grade, American History was introduced. Whether I owned the stamp
or not, my stamp album described the purpose for which every U.S. stamp was issued. I knew
about Davy Crockett and the Alamo, the American Revolution, and the rousing story of how Christopher Columbus discovered America. Who says that stamp collecting is boring? ©

Proofs: What are they?, by B. Dangremond, The Highlands Stamp Club, FL
Many publications mention proofs. There are dealers, collectors and investors who specialize in them. What are they and how do they differ from
essays?

An essay is a trial printing of a stamp whose design is not yet completed
or a design that differs from a complete or a design that differs from the
final design. A proof is a trial printing of a completed design from either
the original die or plate. Die and plate proofs are used to check the final
design. Color trial proofs are used to select the ink used for the final
printing of a stamp issue. Die and plate proofs and color trial proofs are
found far back in the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
FIG 8 DIE PROOF OF #223P
& Covers – behind the air post, special delivery, and official stamps; behind FDCs, booklets, carrier’s stamps, local stamps, revenue stamps, hunting permits, and essays.
They are numbered with the same Scott number as the stamp, followed by the letter “P”. Don’t be
misled by their relative insignificant placement in the catalogue. This is an area of philately of extreme interest, expertise and speculation.
What is confusing about the catalogue listings for both die & plate proofs and trial
color proofs is that they are further differentiated by substance on which they are
printed. There are large die proofs and small die proofs referring to the size of the
paper on which they are printed. . Fig. 8 shows a Large Die Proof of US 223P. Fig. 9
shows a Small Die proof of US 179P.
There is also a “(2a)” listing specifically used for the 302 small die proof sets prepared
for President Roosevelt’s presentation albums. Plate proofs are also printed on Indian
paper – a thin, soft, opaque paper showing particles of bamboo, and on card stock – a white, stiff,
heavy paper.
FIG 9 179P DIE PROOF

Trial color proofs are printed on all these materials plus a few have been printed on stamp paper,
perforated and gummed.
Both die & plate proofs and color trial proofs exist as singles and multiples (pairs, blocks of four,
etc.) Although extreme care was used in printing these proofs, double transfers
and other
printing errors do exist.©
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In Great Britain there are many examples of
essays and proofs from the different periods
(Queen Victoria and Kings Edward VII, George
V, and later British rulers). These are listed in
the Stanley Gibbons Specialized Catalogues.
Here we show two examples. Fig 10 shows
GREAT BRITAIN 1912. George V black 1d. International Stamp Exhibition. ESSAY-PROOF.
Imperforate. Fig. 11 shows an essay of the
1901 Edward VII unissued 5£ stamp.©
FIG 11 1901 KEVII 5 GBP UNISSUED STAMP

FIG 10 KGV 1d. ESSAY-PROOF

APS STAMP CRUISE 2015, By Alvaro
Pacheco
On this October 18 an APS Stamp Collectors Conclave at Sea took place on the Coral Princess Ship
with the backing of the American Philatelic Society.
The ship departed Fort Lauderdale and we navigated via the Panama Canal to the Pacific and then
back to the Atlantic,
During the cruise there was an expertising service on Monday which was very interesting. On
Wednesday there was a discussion about “Great Britain Machins Head Stamps” by Kathy Campbell
with a large audience. Every day one or two meetings which were part of a very well organized
program provided to the 71 members of the APS taking part on this cruise.
Highlights: special gifts, stamp auction, speakers, cocktail party and exhibits with judges.

We not only had fun with the stamps; the ship took port in Aruba, Cartagena (Colombia), Colon
(Panama), Limon (Costa Rica) and Grand Cayman. At some of these ports we were welcomed with
a talk and then some food and drinks at the local post offices.
Then we went to the local dealers and some of us were lucky to purchase
stamps — a very good time. This was a very pleasant trip with fun for everyone
and with the continued supply of excellent food — 24/7.
To those who would like to take this cruise it is scheduled for 2016 to visit Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina, and Chile. The cost of the cruise will be lower than this
year. ©
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USPS: Deadly Passage of Cover through US Customs, By Editor
I recently received a letter from a DelCampe
seller in The Netherlands. It came with a
green scotch tape band from the US Customs right on top of the strip of 3 Dutch
stamps that were used for postage. It seems
that US Customs had a need to inspect the
content of the letter that contained a French
airmail stamp that I had purchased.
The scotch tape has now made the cover
worthless. I would have expected for US
Custom to put the opened letter inside a
large Post Office or US Customs envelope and send it to my address. Maybe this is
asking too much.
I remember that several years ago I received a large envelope from the Suisse Post
Office. In side there was a letter addressed to me that had been damaged. Also
there was a letter of apology from the Suisse Post Office.©

Around the Online Auctions, By Editor

Selected from Cherrystone Auctions
Germany, Ship Mail, 1916 Submarine Mail 25m
brown on 50m stationery card for 100 gram letter to
Haiti, tied by villet “Aufgeliefert 8.Nov.1916 in Ham
burg” cds [Aufgeliefert = Delivered], v.f. and rare
destination (Michel 7) … Est. $2,000

Hong Kong,
1869 (Aug 26)
cover addressed to Scotland, franked with Victoria 8c and 24 c (paying the 32 c rate) tied by
“S1” cancel, additionally franked with GB 1p as
the cover was redirected to Dublin, Shanghai
departure, Hong Kong and Glasgow transits on
reverse, endorsed “Via Marseille”, 24c defective
with some wear, still a fine and rare cover .. Est. $2,000
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